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說明: 
1. 本試題共 3 頁。 
2. 請依題號將最適當的答案寫於答案卷上，否則不予計分。 
3. 答錯不倒扣。 
 
Part one: 文法 (30%) 
1. However loud I spoke, I could not make myself (A. heard  B. to hear   C. hearing    

D. hear) 
2. We avoided (A. driving   B. to drive  C. driven  D. drove) through large cities on our 

trip.  
3. Collecting stamps (A. are  B. is  C. were  D. being) my hobby. 
4. (A. Knowing not  B. Don’t know  C. Not knowing  D. Being known) what to do, I 

stood still. 
5. Waking (A. and   B. but   C. still  D. or) sleeping, this subject is always in my mind. 
6. She is (A. such  B. so  C. as  D. yet) a kind girl that she is loved by everyone. 
7. Can you tell me (A. how  B. where  C. when  D. which) to pronounce this word? 
8. The driver (A. couldn’t hard  B. could hardly   C. couldn’t hardly  D. hardly could) see 

the road. 
9. Helen won’t do that; (A. so do I  B. nor he will   C. nor will he  D. so will he). 
10. Mary’s brother, (A. that  B. which   C. whom  D. who) is an engineer, is living in 

Japan. 
 
Part two: 字彙 (20%)    
1. It is (A. commit  B. forgive   C. divine  D. considerate) of you to cook dinner for me.  
2. All the (A. landmark  B. fancy  C. audience   D. comment) watched her performing 

wonderfully on the stage. 
3. I think he is a (A. arrival  B. dependable  C. rely   D. nonnatives) person. 
4. The biggest problem is when to (A. reveal  B. remained  C. abandon  D. deprive) the 

secret. 
5. His (A. disadvantage  B. weakness  C. excuse  D. advantage) is that he knows many 

foreign languages. 
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6. He felt a little (A. thrilling   B. amusing   C. embarrassed   D. disgust) when asked his 

past. 
7. Money (A. calculates  B. enables  C. captains   D. interrogates) us to do a lot of things. 
8. It was the day before she went to America for (A. advanced  B. actual  C. instant      

D. fainted) studies. 
9. Living is this country, he (A. regard  B. inasmuch  C. owing  D. rarely) has visitors.  
10. Weather has a powerful (A. affect  B. intelligence  C. scores   D. effect) on people. 
 
Part three: 閱讀測驗 (20%) 
John: Mary, have you ever (1)____ about what you’d like to do in the future? 
Mary: Yes, I think I’d like to be a flight attendant. 
John: Why? 
Mary: Well, I’d like to have a chance to travel to (2)____ and make friends with different 

kinds of people. 
John: Yes, but don’t you think being a flight attendant is a dangerous job? 
Mary: No, (3)____ do you say that ? 
John: I often read in the newspaper about planes (4)____. 
Mary: That’s true but what about buses? The newspapers are always full of news about 

(5)____ involving buses. Besides, (6)____ of people are killed or (7)____every day 
crossing the roads. Does that mean we (8) ____ take buses or (9)____the road? 

John: Well, I suppose you are right, Mary. Do you think I could become a pilot if I studied 
(10)____. 

1. A. thought  B. decided  C. planned  D. realized 
2. A. foreign countries   B. the other country  C. another place   D. the world 
3. A. why    B. what    C. how   D. for why 
4. A. hitting  B. crashing  C. bumping   D. breaking 
5. A. traffic  B. accidents  C. troubles   D. casualty 
6. A. a thousand  B. thousands   C. how many thousands  D. few thousand 
7. A. wound   B. hurted  C. injured  D. knocked 
8. A. ought to   B. don’t want   C. shouldn’t   D. don’t have  
9. A. across  B. pass   C. go by    D. cross   
10. A. hardly  B. my best  C. enough  D. harder 
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Part four: 作文 (30%)       
    One day when you and your friend were going to a baseball game, your friend was bitten 
by a dog. In about 120 words, write a description of what happened. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


